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channel use, which can be considered analogous to a spatial
multiplexing (SMUX) approach.
SMUX is able to transmit multiple symbols for each channel
use, which helps the system in terms of ISI combating while
satisfying the specified bit rate constraint. However, since
MMs that correspond to independent symbols are emitted
for each transmitter and receiver antenna link, the random
propagation of MMs cause significant inter-link interference
(ILI) and imposes an error floor.
Inspired by the promising results of [10] regarding the use
of higher order pulse-position modulation (PPM) schemes in
DBMC, the main contribution of this study is the utilization
of PPM symbols in conjunction with the SMUX approach in
order to mitigate ILI. The study emphasizes that the relatively
more sparse transmission strategy of PPM is more suitable to
SMUX than using concentration shift keying (CSK) symbols
in terms of ILI combating. Furthermore, the simplicity of the
PPM detector is also an advantage over CSK’s threshold-based
detector since PPM’s decoder does not require the channel
impulse response (CIR). The findings of this work also agree
with [11] that the ILI associated with SMUX increases for
larger symbol durations. Stemming from this phenomenon,
this work suggests the existence of a trade-off between ISI and
ILI combating and hints to the presence of a bit duration value
in which SMUX schemes yield their lowest error probabilities.

Abstract—M ultiple-input-m ultiple-output (MIMO) approach
is recently proposed to the diffusion-based m olecular communication realm in order to enhance communication performance. One
of the m ost prom ising approaches of m olecular MIMO, spatial
m ultiplexing (SMUX), transm its parallel streams of data to
achieve an increased throughput. Unfortunately, the performance
of SMUX is lim ited by a high error floor due to severe interlink interference (ILI). Inspired by the relatively more sparse
transm ission strategy of the pulse-position m odulation (PPM)
scheme, this study proposes a PPM-based novel SMUX approach
to the m olecular MIMO literature. In the study, it is shown
that the proposed approach com bats ILI more effectively than
the existing concentration-based SMUX approach and yields
promising error performances.
Keywords—Diffusion-based
m olecular
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I. I n t r o d u c t i o n

Diffusion-based molecular communications (DBMC) is a
paradigm that utilizes the free diffusion of molecules to convey
information [1], In a DBMC system, the transmitted message
can be encoded in the quantity [2], type [3], time of release
[4], and possibly other properties of the emitted molecules.
These molecules are called messenger molecules (MMs) and
they exhibit Brownian motion after their release into the fluid
communication environment.
The Brownian motion-induced random propagation of MMs
causes some molecules to take longer times to arrive at the
receiver. In a time slotted DBMC system, these molecules
may arrive at the receiver in later time slots than the intended
one and cause inter-symbol interference (ISI) [5], ISI is an
important bottleneck of a DBMC system and is known to
deteriorate the error performance for higher data rates.
In order to achieve higher data rates while maintaining a suf
ficiently low error performance, the multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO) setting is proposed to the DBMC domain.
One of such works utilizes a 2 x 2 molecular MIMO setting
to implement an Alamouti space-time block code and a
repetition coding scheme [6]. A promising approach to utilize
the available antennas is to transmit parallel data streams from
each transmitter and receiver antenna pair [7]—[9] for each

II.

Following the system model considerations of [7], [9] and
[11], the system in this paper is considered to be an N x N
molecular MIMO system, where N = 4 is chosen for demon
strative purposes. In the molecular MIMO system of interest,
there is a single transmitter unit and a single receiver unit. The
transmitter and receiver are assumed to be equipped with four
emission points and four fully absorbing spherical receivers
that act as transmit and receiver antennas, respectively. The
corresponding antennas are assumed to be aligned against each
other. The transmitter unit’s body is considered to be fully
permeable to the MMs whilst the receiver unit is considered
to be perfectly reflective. Other than the transmitter and
receiver bodies, the considered communication environment is
unbounded, three dimensional, and driftless, which allows the
MMs to exhibit Brownian motion with a diffusion coefficient
of D [12], When communicating, the transmitter and receiver
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represented as Rj[k\ ~ Af(p,j[k\,Oj[k]), where the mean is
found by
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Here, Si [z] denotes the number of molecules transmitted from
the i th transmit antenna at time index z and L denotes the
channel memory (including the intended tap). In this paper,
L = 30 is chosen for BCSK-based SMUX in order to fully
capture the heavy right of the arrival distribution.

units are assumed to be accurately synchronized with each
other using a method similar to as mentioned in [13]. Overall,
the system model of interest is presented in Fig. 1.
In the system model presented in Fig. 1, dx denotes the
closest distance between a transmit and receiver antenna pair.
Furthermore, it is observable from Fig. 1 that the antennas are
placed on a uniform circular array (UCA) in this demonstrative
model with \ radians of angular difference between them. The
distance between the opposite receivers of the UCA is denoted
by h, as also shown in Fig. 1. Given that the radius of a single
spherical receiver antenna is denoted by rr, the radius of the
transmitter UCA is | + ry.

III.

N

B. Proposed SMUX Scheme

Overall, this study considers utilizing PPM constellations to
transmit information in a spatial multiplexing-based molecular
MIMO system. In the proposed scheme, the original bit
stream is divided into N parallel streams called u* where
i = 1 , , N , which denote the assigned bit sequence for the
ith transmit and receiver antenna pair. Each u, is then further
divided into log2 /3-bit long sequences with the m th sequence
denoted as x* [t o ] (i = 1 , . . . , N), where /3 is the order of
the utilized PPM scheme. Lastly, each Xj [t o ] is mapped to its
corresponding PPM chip sequence according to the mapping
mentioned in [10]. Throughout the paper, each PPM sub-slot
is referred to as a chip. The overall scheme is aptly called /3PPM SMUX in the paper. The transmission strategy for 8-PPM
SMUX is presented in Table I for demonstrative purposes.

Pr o po s e d Appr o a c h

A. Channel Model & The Existing SMUX Approach
Recall that the molecular MIMO setting considered in this
paper consists of four transmit and four receiver antennas that
are aligned against to each other, forming four pairs. The
SMUX approach presented in [7] and [9] utilizes all these pairs
to transmit independent bit streams. In a time slotted N x N
molecular MIMO system, these independent transmissions
correspond to dividing the message sequence into groups
of N bits/symbols, mapping each bit/symbol according to
the utilized modulation scheme, and emitting the MMs. The
existing SMUX approach ([7]) utilizes binary CSK (BCSK)
symbols with on-off keying as the modulation scheme.
In the time slotted diffusive molecular MIMO channel
model, the number of arriving molecules at a receiver antenna
is found by superposing the effects of all transmit antennas on
it [6]—[8]. To characterize the channel, we start by denoting
P ij [fc] as the kth channel coefficient corresponding to the sub
channel between the i th transmitter and j th receiver antenna.
Pi j [k] represents the probability of a single molecule that
was emitted from the ith transmit antenna arriving at the j th
receiver antenna at the kth time slot. Due to the presence
absorbing receivers, p i j [fc] need to be found by random walkbased Monte Carlo simulations or with the help of artificial
neural networks [14]. In this paper, random walk-based Monte
Carlo simulations are utilized to generate Pi,j[k].
When considering multiple molecule transmissions, we uti
lize the the independent Gaussian approximation employed
in [6]—[8] and [15]. Therefore, the arrival at the j th receiver
antenna at the kth time slot, Rj[k\, can be approximately

TABLE I

T r a n s m is s io n s t r a t e g y f o r e a c h t r a n s m it t e r - r e c e iv e r
ANTENNA LINK WHEN USING 8-PPM SM UX
Decimal
1
2
3
4
3
6
7
8

X i[m ]

000
001
010
O il
100
101
110
111

PPM Chip Sequence
00000001
00000010
00000100
00001000
00010000
00100000
01000000
10000000

At the receiver end, the decoder stores the arrival counts
for the /3-chip long sequence when employing /3-PPM SMUX
and obtains Xj [t o ] by performing an arg m ax operation on the
stored chips. Note that this decoding operation does not require
CIR unlike CSK-based methods, which is a desired property
in terms of receiver complexity [ 10].
In order to obtain a fair comparison among different mod
ulation schemes for molecular communications, there are two
main normalizations that need to be imposed on them. Firstly,
considering that the data rate directly affects the ISI a system
faces, the compared schemes need to be evaluated for the
same bit rate. Therefore, bit duration is the first main fairness
constraint and is denoted by £& in this paper. Second, the
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number of emitted molecules also need to be normalized on a
per-bit basis, since it directly relates to the energy consumed
by a modulation scheme to transmit a single bit [16]. The
number of emitted molecules per bit constraint is denoted
by M in this work. Note that these per-bit constraints imply
that the more bits a modulation scheme can transmit per
channel use, the more molecules it can use for each symbol
transmission.
Since it can transmit N parallel streams of 1-bit long
symbols simultaneously, BCSK-based SMUX can transmit at
a symbol duration of Ntb, while still satisfying the bit duration
constraint of %. Note that transmitting at N% duration allows
BCSK-based SMUX to combat ISI very effectively without
sacrificing from throughput. Similarly, 2-PPM SMUX can also
transmit at Ntb due to a single 2-PPM symbol also having one
bit of information embedded in it. This corresponds to each
chip of 2-PPM SMUX to have a chip duration of ^ tL. On
the other hand, 4-PPM SMUX is able to encode 2-bit long
symbols in four chips, which allows its chips to be sent at
duration. Similarly, the chip duration of p p 1 can be
obtained for 8-PPM SMUX.
Recall that the number of emitted molecules per each
transmitted bit is represented by M . This naturally allows
each symbol in 2-PPM SMUX to be transmitted using M
molecules. Similarly, 4-PPM SMUX and 8-PPM SMUX are
allowed to transmit using 2M and 3M molecules per symbol
per antenna. In this paper, the transmitted bits are assumed
to be independent, and the probability of transmitting a bit1 or bit-0 is considered equal, with both options having
Pi = Po = 0.5 probability. Therefore, the on-off keying-based
BCSK SMUX transmits a bit-1 with 2M molecules and bit-0
with 0 molecules in order to satisfy the M constraint.

Fig. 2. BER vs. f t curves for BCSK and PPM-based SMUX schemes. M =
750 molecules, dx = 8/tm, h = 6/mi, D = 79.4
, ry = 5/tm.

strategy introduces severe ILI due to MMs propagating ran
domly and being able to arrive at unintended receivers, which
imposes an irreducable error floor [17]. This effect is mitigated
when using PPM schemes as constellations, since PPM’s very
nature reduces the probability of simultaneous transmissions.
As can also be observed from Fig. 2, one exception to
PPM’s overall better error performance is at tb = 0.1s. With
decreasing tb, the probability of the emitted MMs to arrive
at the receiver at the intended time slot decreases, whilst the
probability of arrivals for the interference slots increases. This
adverse relation between the coefficients causes the small
region to correspond to a high ISI region, as well. Note that for
very a small value of tb = 0. 1 s, the channel is subject to severe
ISI. For extremely high ISI scenarios, PPM is known to suffer
more than CSK-based schemes since it further divides the
already short symbol duration into even shorter slot durations
[10], which explains the inferior BER performance of PPMbased SMUX at tb = 0.1s. As tb starts to increase, this
effect is mitigated and PPM-based SMUX shows better error
performances by being able to reach lower target BER values
due to its efficient ILI-combating.
A noteworthy implication of Fig. 2 is that the BER of
the SMUX schemes do not monotonically decrease as tb
increases, even though ISI decreases with increasing tb- This
phenomenon is due to ILI increasing with tb. Note that as
the bit duration is increased, the MMs that take longer paths
before their arrivals are more likely to reach one of the receiver
antennas. Furthermore, compared to the MMs that take shorter
times until their arrivals, these MMs have higher probabilities
to arrive at a receiver antenna other than their intended ones.
This phenomenon causes the arrival to become more uniform
like among receiver antennas, therefore increasing ILI. Since
SMUX can combat ISI very effectively due to the discussion
made in Subsection HUB, combating ISI by further increasing
tb does not significantly contribute to reducing BER. On the

IV . N u m e r i c a l R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n

In this section, comparative bit error rate (BER) perfor
mances of BCSK-based SMUX as considered by [7] and
the proposed PPM-based SMUX are presented. One thing
to note is that in the performed computer simulations, the
channel memory (the value of L) is normalized according to
the slot durations of the PPM schemes. For example, since
the slot durations of 2 and 4-PPM are both equal to
they are subjected to a 60-tap channel rather than BCSK-based
SMUX’s 30-tap channel. Firstly, Fig. 2 is presented to provide
a comparison at different bit rates.
The results of Fig. 2 show that PPM-based SMUX schemes
outperform CSK-based SMUX for the majority of ft values
and yield promising error performances. The main reason for
PPM-based schemes’ better performance is the fact that they
combat ILI more effectively than CSK. When using CSK for
each transmitter and receiver antenna pair, the system utilizes
every slot interval to transmit information1, which results
in emitting y simultaneous molecular pulses to the MIMO
channel on average, given Pi = P q = 0.5. This transmission
'N ote that each slot corresponds to an individual bit interval for a CSK
scheme.
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outperforms the traditional CSK-based SMUX by being able
to reach reliable target BERs and yields promising results.
Furthermore, the presence of a local minimum of the BER
vs. bit duration curve has been observed which hints to a
trade-off between ISI and ILI combating of molecular MIMO
schemes. Possible future work includes theoretical analysis of
the proposed schemes’ error performances, investigation of the
performance loss for imperfect channel conditions (alignment
issues, time-varying channels etc.), and derivation of a cost
function of the BER vs. bit duration optimization problem.
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Fig. 3. BER vs. M curves for BCSK and PPM-based SMUX schemes.
*6 = 0.3s, d x = 8/rm, h = 6/rm, D = 7 9 .4 ^™ , r T = 5/rm.

other hand, the introduced ILI enhancement hurts the SMUXbased schemes’ error performances as tb is increased after a
certain point. This phenomenon is also in agreement with the
findings of [ 11 ] and implies an interesting possible research
direction regarding the optimization of tb for SMUX-based
molecular MIMO with an objective of minimizing BER.
For the molecular MIMO system described by the parame
ters in the description of Fig. 2, the results of Fig. 2 suggest
that selecting tb ~ 0.3s is beneficial for an objective of
minimizing BER. Motivated by this parameter, Fig. 3 presents
the BER vs. M curves of the proposed schemes and BCSKbased SMUX evaluated at tb = 0.3s. The results of Fig. 3 show
that although at different BER values, SMUX schemes face
error floors. This phenomenon can be simply explained by the
fact that the MIMO DBMC channels are interference-limited
channels and they are subject to both ISI and ILL Among these
two sources of interference, the limiting type of interference
for SMUX is ILI. As also discussed in Paragraph 2 of this
section, the ILI problem of BCSK-based SMUX mainly occurs
due to simultaneous transmission of independent streams and
can be alleviated by PPM-based SMUX since it inherently
introduces possible time delays between emission pulses.
Therefore, the fact that the possible time delay associated
with 8-PPM SMUX being smaller can account for its inferior
performance when compared to 2 and 4-PPM SMUX. Between
2 and 4-PPM SMUX, Fig. 3 shows that 4-PPM SMUX yields
better error performance for lower M , whilst 2-PPM SMUX
outperforms 4-PPM SMUX for higher M .
V. C o n c l u s i o n

In this study, utilizing PPM symbols for SMUX-based
molecular MIMO systems has been proposed. It has been
shown through computer simulations that PPM-based SMUX
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